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How is the RMCP helping regional businesses?
If distance and isolation were not 
challenging enough for regional 
businesses, keeping connected 
with the outside world can be yet 
another hurdle.

Thankfully, the Royalties for 
Regions-funded Regional Mobile 
Communications Project (RMCP)  
is expanding reliable Telstra 
mobile and wireless broadband 
coverage in every region across 
Western Australia.

Quality coverage offers regional 
businesses a range of benefits: 
being able to work away from the 
business premises; staying in touch 
with clients and suppliers at all 
times; opportunities to streamline 

business processes and increase 
productivity; the ability to compete 
with other businesses in a global 
marketplace; and improved safety 
in emergencies.

Grain and sheep farmer Ken Seymour 
has only high praise for the new 
coverage provided by the nearby 
Miling RMCP tower.

“I can use my smartphone to talk 
to people when out in the field 
and communicate with farmers 
in the area to share ideas and 
knowledge,” Mr Seymour said.

“I no longer feel isolated and 
have peace of mind to only be a 
telephone call or text message away 
if something mechanically goes 

wrong with the harvester while I am 
working out in the paddock.”

Miling Hotel owner Gordon Burns 
is equally impressed with the new 
coverage and said it was critical for his 
business in the hospitality industry.

“People do not want to stay at 
a hotel without mobile phone 
coverage and internet connectivity,” 
Mr Burns said. 

“Accommodation and restaurant 
bookings at the hotel have picked 
up tremendously as a result of  
the coverage.

“Being able to communicate with the 
outside world has made a massive 
difference to our community.”

State of build
75 RMCP sites within the Gascoyne, 
Goldfields-Esperance, Kimberley, 
Mid West, Pilbara, South West 
and Wheatbelt regions have been 
completed to date and are now 
providing coverage along WA’s 
major highways and to some 
regional towns.

For more information and to keep 
up-to-date with completed sites, 
visit the RMCP website.

The RMCP is helping regional 
businesses become more 
competitive.

75 of 113 RMCP sites  
have been completed as 

at 15 November 2013

http://www.commerce.wa.gov.au/scienceinnovation/Content/Programs/Regional_Mobile_Communications_Project/Recently_completed_sites.html


Amazing outcomes – positive improvements 
RMCP tower closes the digital gap and keeps people connected
The recently completed Wallal 
RMCP tower now links five other 
completed sites to provide near-
continuous Telstra Next G mobile 
and wireless broadband coverage 
along the entire length of the 
Great Northern Highway within the 
Kimberley region’s Shire of Broome 
– a stretch of some 470 kilometres.

Residents of the Eighty Mile 
Beach Caravan Park, nearby to 
the Wallal tower commissioned 
in October 2013, are also enjoying 
the excellent coverage thanks to 
the new telecommunications site. 
Previously, they needed to use 
public telephones to stay in touch 
with family and friends.

Caravan park residents Peter and 
Judy Hastings are delighted that the 
RMCP has brought coverage to the 
area for the very first time.

“The coverage allows us to use a 
mobile telephone at any time or 
location, and offers us a great deal 
of convenience through being able to 
research information and purchase 
items online,” Mr Hastings said.

“This coverage is important for the 
popular caravan park, particularly 
for the peak tourist season from 
April through to October every year.

“We thank all parties involved for 
taking an interest in bringing this much-
needed coverage to our community.”

Shire of  
Broome

Jillian Ridge

Bethwyn Rise

Anna Plains

SandfireWallal

Warre Hill

All six RMCP sites planned  
for the Shire of Broome have  

now been completed.

Technical ideas and news – keeping you connected 
Staying online on the go 

With mobile broadband coverage 
available in many locations, it has 
never been easier to access the 
internet while on the go. More 
and more people are enjoying the 
flexibility to work and play on their 
devices anywhere, anytime.

Many of us use our smartphones 
and portable modems to connect 
to the internet when we are out and 
about. Did you know that there are 
a number of ways to connect other 
devices such as digital tablets and 
laptop computers?

There are a few options to 
connect one or multiple portable 

internet-enabled devices to mobile 
broadband:

 y using your smartphone as a 
modem by connecting via USB 
tethering or Bluetooth;

 y sharing your smartphone’s 
internet connection via a  
WiFi hotspot;

 y using a USB dongle by 
connecting via USB; or

 y using a portable internet hotspot 
device by connecting via WiFi.

Consult your mobile or internet 
service provider to find out more, 
or visit www.telstra.com.au/
broadband/mobile-broadband 

There are many options to help 
you stay connected to the internet 
wherever you are.

Contact us - If you would like more information on the RMCP  
and how it will benefit you, your community or business, visit: 
www.commerce.wa.gov.au/digitaleconomyRMCP

Subscribe/Unsubscribe - To subscribe or 
unsubscribe to the RMCP newsletter, please 
send an email, subject titled “Subscribe” or 
“Unsubscribe” with your name, company 
details and email address to: 
digitaleconomy@commerce.wa.gov.au
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